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Astrill vpn client ios

Many websites and services, especially online music and video services, are subject to location-based IP blocking. Astrill VPN offers servers in more than 50 countries. Connect with any of our servers to surf the web as if they were in that country and gain unrestricted access to geo-restricted content. Browse as if from the United States, Brazil, Germany,
Japan, The UK or anywhere in the world. When Larry______ update the iOS app on 2020/11/22 02:19? The interface is dated and the connection initialization is unstable. This VPN is expensive. This is more than most of the competition, but it is the only application that constantly works on the Mainland. fhosnwjuf by 2020/11/21 13:06 I can't sign in, I can't
even restart so many times, I still can't sign in. 2020/11/20 03:59 Astrill iOS 14.2 Not many times uninstalland cannot log back in. However, the app cannot be named by Fraintrain in 2020/11/19 at 08:13. I live in a place where I need to use a VPN frequently; Unreliable. I went through Android; the app worked seamlessly on my android device. This app has
not been updated for a year, the app is crashing, staying connected, or connecting is also having problems. I don't have a problem with Astrill on my other devices. Please release an update! Everything is great by Shane Suen on 2020/11/12 22:12 by PorscheBoxster at 唯2020/11/08 01:17, if I want to give you a 10 star. It's just a little problem, you can't turn
it off when you need it. When you click off, it will automatically reopen, please fix it! Otherwise, the great app! by ultra wei 2020/11/06 12:04 It's been a long time since I couldn't log in , forever the installation was tutar.ne .iOS 14.29223 by 2020/11/05 03:00 This VPN is working great. However, there is an error when signing in that it freezes and then cannot
connect. Please fix this link by Jfjdjdkfjrifmdkfn 2020/11/04 02:01 with the latest iOS updates, this app is causing serious problems with my phone. Closes the application and causes the system to repeatedly try to connect to a VPN port that is not working. This can lead to a loss of internet access which is difficult to fix. If I had android version features like app
filter (of course, maybe this is &amp;#39;s an iOS limitation) and also had a way to tell if the connection worked. I had to log in to 2020/11/01 16:53 by chmorich and log back in to the VPN. It does not work and thus has been uninstalled and reinstalled the application. Then, for the first time today, experienced the problem of being logged on to the page, the
wheel is moving but nothing opens up for a vpn installation, and then I saw a lot of comments on the same topic, a long year ago. Come on, can anyone fix this? by MXC__ on 2020/11/01 09:52 This app is used to work quite well but now it&amp;#39;s is really bad. It takes multiple runs to connect to me and at least a dozen (this happens re-attached to 100
each time). The desktop version works quite well but the mobile version is really time frustrating. By Enjilaw 2020/10/17 18:01 I have been with Astrill since 2016 and price changes every year. $69-&amp;gt; $99-&amp;gt; $108—&amp;gt; $120!!!! What's he going to give you!!! He's not doing anything different. You might think they're going to offer people
some kind of customer loyalty discount. There are a large number of VPN servers to choose from. But no .... I was told to contact them about it and basically  ♀ ️ about it. The service worked well for me, but this price is ridiculous. And there is still no explanation as to why it increases every year. 2020/10/17 12:19 Both mobile and Mac app were stuck on
the sign-in page despite restarting the phone, downloading the app again. I've been using this for years, and I'm used to stopping working from time to time. I keep checking again for an update to solve this problem but it's been almost two weeks. Please correct it. Thank you 2020/10/16 12:16 by Clubaamir, although I like this VPN for speed and other
aspects, the app itself needs major updates. Sometimes it's stuck on the connection screen, and even if you exit the app, there's no way to get back to normal. I often have to unload the application to reinstall or get back to normal. Second, there are problems when you try to connect while on a cellular network. There are many errors and logins. I recommend
updating all of them regularly. In the Windows version, they fixed some problems in the latest version. Oh yes, I've previously addressed these concerns to customer service without any chance. Do not update grantman30 by 2020/10/16 11:36 a.m. china firewall will not skip. Support refuses to be helped by Noland_2003 on 2020/10/15 08:43 Well, this may
be the best VPN ever used in prc, if not all the error messages I receive every day. Compared to the Android version, this application path is very simple, and TBF is very basic in terms of interface, functionality and stability. From time to time it falls out with unknown errors, I will always show the IPC error to launch the application, so I have to kill it and restart
the application to solve the problem. If background preparation isn't done, the standby screen can solve the problem, right? I will continue to use, as the things behind this rusty app are great, but for this app? Please be diligent and update, it's been almost a year now! Laowai 1111111 by 2020/10/14 07:51 The app for iPhone is great, but for Mac it always
has problems with continuous disconnecting. However, others really work in China and others paid and free ones work much better only if they wrote VPN. by vggssswryhdsxcda on 2020/10/13 02:33 Very frustrating. Please fix this as soon as possible. kwalash by 2020/10/09 14:14 Astrill is the best that a really good VPN has ever used here in China, but the
last I'm having a problem login, the installation keeps, I don't know what the problem is, it will happen great if you fix it as soon as possible... 2020/10/09 03:26 Astrill works greatly for what Astrill was created for: secure, anonymous web browsing. The reason for 4 stars instead of 5 is the fact that the app needs to be overhauled on iOS and iPadOS. I use this
app on my android phone, MacBook, iPhone and iPad. The quality of this app bothers me to the end that the iPhone and iPad are very low, but the others are pretty good. xuanxuanxxxxxxxx by 2020/09/29 02:30 I encountered an error that I could not close. He's barely connecting right now. Don't waste your money. papayasleepy by 2020/09/11 04:08 Very
difficult to turn off vpn via app or ios system setting, and brings a lot of inconvenience. Please solve this problem! 2020/09/10 23:53 Mac app and iPad app by Thurein Htet work great. It is the iPhone app that is really annoying. When I try to turn off the VPN (sometimes the Chinese app doesn't work when the VPN is on), it's an extremely frustrating
experience. The VPN will always try to reconnect, even after I switched off the option to reconnect automatically. During this process, my WiFi connection is also disabled by the application and nothing can be connected. I have to connect to a bad server or sometimes restart my phone to solve this problem. And this may be a reminder that the app is not
cheap. With so many people with the same problem, it should have been solved a long time ago. Customer 18492 by 2020/09/06 01:44 with request cuts business and communication. Worse on the desktop: they make desktop pop-ups that interrupt the app you're working with. I lose data and work because you think it's nice to tell my friends to sign up.
Guess what? Friends don't introduce products to friends for money. Inspired me to call hard for a suitable alternative and I found Shadowsocks by /883:!3&amp;191@,$;7: 2020/08/24 15:14 this delivery yes price is quite it's steep but it works and I couldn't be happy ngl expressvpn 2020/08/21 terrible by Itstoosluggisb on 12:04 so Astrill 2 star gave it to me
because it never works on my phone, it works great on my Mac. Basically my problem is that when you try to connect to astrill, it's as if my phone is not connected to the internet at all. I also live in China so I can imagine how frustrating it is to spend so much money on astrill and just work on one of my devices. If you plan to buy a vpn subscription, we
recommend looking elsewhere. Improvements can be made by Cotykun to make the 2020/08/03 05:30 APP design easier to manage for right-handed use. This android is possible. When the connection fails, and I believe it fails more than once in a row, I have to press a smaller button that I was using Android Astrill. Additionally, the connection continues to
fall and there is no notification or connection time does not occur. I got Astrill. but I think you can use the iPhone version update a lot. Still the best VPN to use in China. 2020/07/21 07:00 Router not working by Idolffn. A waste of money and time to deal with customer support. By RedneckNT 2020/07/06 00:50 This is extremely annoying that I clicked on the
hack and Astrill will sometimes reconnect to the service. It means he can't connect and close over and over again. Edil1801 by 2020/07/05 18:34 while the speed of servers is large, the iOS application itself is quite buggy. The most annoying mistake is that I don't just appear to disconnect from the VPN as it re-connects itself. Eventually I had to try hacking
more than 10 times to get back my non-regular VPN connections. 2020/07/05 04:47 Atrill fixed claim by GrandpappyLuke is the same problem as described in other reviews. The only solution is to delete the application and reinstall it, which is a huge waste of time. On 2020/07/04 01:07 sarmclean faithfully used a vpn for 6 years. Yesterday only my phone
was renewed to find that it does not work alone. When they couldn't find a solution, they told me to buy a different device..... absolute terrible. I explained that there is no acceptable solution and just prorate a refund, they told me 'all sales are final' ..... Is all sales the end of a product that is not working?! STAY AWAY! Don't waste $120. By Lao bio 2020/06/23
02:31 I have used this app in Asia especially for five years. They have lost the war several times in China this year. Then I just went to refresh and both cards didn't work. I spent over an hour on technical support. I finally had to pay my son from America. They apologize. I am sad. After five years of use of them this year, they are increasing the annual fee by
20 percent to continue developing infrastructure. Mostly reliable and good. I appreciate that. But what a bad business move given the current economic climate. Really, what do you think? Customer loyalty deserves company loyalty. 2020/06/10 13:58 Astrill by Jeffframkenstein disappoints me once again. It worked well for a while but now it doesn't work in
China for iPhone. There are no connections on any servers. There is no way to see or test which servers are working. I reinstalled to see if I would skip launching this app but it's DOA's. Again. And again. And again. It's a waste of money. Again. It's not reliable at all. Love this app by NazarethB 2020/06/08 04:49 Love! The most reliable VPN for China but for
pricing I wish it was available for more platforms like firestick. 2020/05/29 23:53 It is easy to control server speeds and choose a great server when using the computer interface by Cohlene. Trial and error in practice is a time-consuming process. If I had a speed control option to save application time and disappointment. Alex914 by 2020/05/12 02:47 App is
very car. IPC failure, cannot connect or disconnect. by echowfy on 2020/05/09 16:44 16:44 Introduction by PhoenixBai 2020/05/07 14:04 IPC zxzzxzzzzz by 2020/04/30 04:05 this failed to register each member of my family. And I have five children! This is Rafael. Every day by JW 2020/04/15 11:21 1 helps me. There are many errors in the iOS app, but the
engineers condoned it, iOS app version 2.2.4; After the VPN disconnects from the server, it can #34 &amp;#34; re-2. Some servers in my frequent list often click on the red heart to cancel, I log in from the account and log in again, it still keeps as it is and I continue to exist on my frequent list of Astrill paid a high membership subscription fee, but it's very lazy,
there's an error in the app, and Astrill is not working hard to fix it by Gdoggy1678 on 2020/03/20 11:48 APP is very buggy and what you would expect to pay a premium price of $20 per month. There are constant errors in the APP by saying IPC error, the error remains there until you close and reopen the application. After the phone is locked for about 1
minute, the VPN is disconnected. After unlocking the phone, the APP says it is connected even if it is still connected, and it does not make any attempts to reconnect automatically. At this point the VPN does not yet connect to the VPN Open to turn it off after pressing this button then I said to turn it off I just said to turn it off, saying that you will try to
reconnect automatically. Disconnecting from the VPN may be due to iOS, the given app should continue to say its open or there is no excuse to inform the APP user that they are attempting to reconnect or at least reconnect. The service is ok when it works in China but app needs some serious work. EmiSSG by 2020/03/16 12:11 Hate means but there are a
lot of mistakes making problems with this vpn app login and unstable connection. Please leave a new update to resolve this issue. Otherwise you will lose to loyal customers worldwide. assssdrill on 2020/03/13 15:42 Shit by Jack.MD 2020/03/12 17:30 Well done,2 On 020/03/10 at 12:34 there should be a selection by spetsnaz26 12:34 continuously change
and it can work for several servers as a lot of efficiency goes through the window. The speed test is only available on PC and recently it is possible to produce only a few from the useless long list of servers. In any case, the results of the speed test are not valid for a long time, so what works can change at once. For some reason, the Ipad client is not
available for the U.S. China. It's really frustrating, but there are a few other options. 2020/03/07 04:19 Vpn by omeralliby was very good when I started using it but now it is completely different and the connection by CPmkI 2020/03/02 10:02 I am in China and this VPN was also trying to hope here. But for the last month or so, I have been able to access sites
used for no problems accessing (mostly print media outlets). Get 404 errors and on the right. One of the main reasons we use this app in China To access western media? by Yargo Celestial 2020/03/02 04:23 I need this foreword by saying despite the problems that astrill remains the best VPN option in China by a wide margin. In my experience, the desktop
version is incredibly stable and faster than its competitors. Although the mobile version is better than its competitors (unlike Express and Nord it&amp;#39; First, it&amp;#39;s has been much less stable, especially lately. From time to time, the VPN disconnects and re-connects every five minutes, and even if the connection is disconnected, the app continues
to say there are no problems. There was also #39 problem where it was impossible to turn #39 off I&amp;#39;and vpn (smart tunneling doesn't work very well). If you try to disconnect, I will &amp;#39;automatically try to reconnect (even if the auto-reconnect function is turned off). A lot of frustration can be alleviated, I feel, with a speed test function. In my
case, the speed and stability of Astrill&amp;#39;s servers varies wildly, ranging from extremely fast to barely functional (and which servers are not consistent in operation). I&amp;#39;; and I had to use the desktop version to test servers before I left, and I&amp;#39;m am not even sure that you use the same servers in two versions (plus desktop speed test
hasn&amp;#39;t has been running recently). It's been months since It&amp;#39;#39 updated the app (another matter for security reasons), but i&amp;#39;m really hopes they can get the mobile version in quality closer to the desktop version (and worthy of a much steeper price tag). Tareq648 by 2020/02/28 13:44 This is yet another VPN charges a
ridiculous amount of this money but does not provide a stable service. Don't buy it. By JasønHe 2020/02/21 14:52 Sometimes I turn it off, the vpn will re-connect itself, no more times I try. I tried to turn on the mode to fly, turn off the setting, if this does not work, when it happens, the only way is to turn off the mobile phone and turn it back on. Please correct
thx. It's really disturbing. ExpatShanghai20 by 2020/02/19 18:03 No support to get my VPN and is working in China. What a waste of money. yzh1983tycoon on 2020/02/15 16:12 Almost stable by Eman Kacaiana 2020/02/04 13:54 I can't even count the number of times I wanted to smash my phone due to vpn and I don't even have anger issues ... It's not a



bad vpn in China right now, but it's never been as good as a connection. We started using it first I think it was a try and it was absolutely amazing, fast and didn't have any connectivity issues. Since we started paying for the annual subscription service (which has now been a year), it constantly cuts, you usually need to scroll and just try each server to find
someone who will actually connect. If 8 out of 10 doesn't work, there's a 10-15% chance it'll be spotted and slow and you'll get 5%. Speed test function in laptop version has never failed to install any server, and smart mode on phones also does not work. I don't mind changing the vpn on and off, depending on which website/app I use, but if you have the
function to do the job, make sure it really works. Overall it's a bad vpn and still one of the few to work in China, but expect more and better speed for a paid product. by puritend in 2020/01/23 09:28 the mine is not currently connected at all.please do something about it. It always says invalid username or password.I haven't used it in almost a month or two,
and a month or two ago, it's already driving me trouble. Please do something about this as soon as possible by TheNidge 2020/01/19 04:34 this is the only VPN that constantly works for me in China, I love all i and recommend via ExpressVPN. If you're in China, it works with my Netflix and YouTube. ** But like others IOS APP on the phone said it had a lot of
cars. I go through her transition and repeatedly do it for minutes at a time my will constantly re-connect itself. Then the connection will never get stuck or close and I will turn my iPhone into a brick and even reset the phone will not fix it. Also, authentication has failed many times recently and does not connect to servers unless you log on and restart the
application. ** This will be the high rate because I was the only VPN that tried continuously in China where all the others had problems. But mainly since I use this VPN on my phone it constantly takes away the experience that you have to deal with these issues for the last 4 months. * Thinking using a different client for phone iPhone computer bit glitchy
works great. by 5centsbullet on 2020/01/16 15:40 Astrill always has only registration issues that have been good until the last two weeks and therefore fails to try to bother me too much. Pls fix this! We are trying to update the application that I need so much from China TT by jzh2000 on 2020/01/10 19:45, and found my App Store. But when I try to update it, it
says that the developer got it from the app store. I'm in my Apple ID country, the U.S. and China. How do you fix this or is there another way to update the app? Thx by Darin .... on 2020/01/10 00:59 The service is really good and fast But the application leaves some things desired. Sometimes when you're working and opening the app, it's on the gray home
page with a circle that rotates for a long time. Also sometimes try to turn it off and just automatically keep yourself back on. Press the button, it turns into a trap, and after a few seconds it turns on its own. And 2020/01/08 03:50 App can&amp;#39;t have to update and repeat several times by CaptainMorgon on stuck. Now you can delete it and reinstload
iPhone 4S so I&amp;#39;t use Astrill all #39! caroline 2020 by 2020/01/05 15:05 ios APP can&amp;#39;t china business, very sad . Why?? Please correct it. by akkkkkim on 2020/01/02 02:06 Edit this &amp;#39 araf astrill problem;any data input or output waste is not fixed. It's always a nice guessing #39 connection is just slow or not, whether it works
completely. I&amp;#39;and I missed important phone calls and messages because astrill decided to block my data completely Edit 3 : sign-in also seems to have been fixed. Now the problem is that the astrill will sometimes be in a state of purgatory&amp;#39;s VPN is not connected yet or disconnected. So literally no data comes in or out. It's just as
frustrating. The only way to fix it is to open astrill and connect to server edit2 or disconnect: a month later, and the error still exists. Just downloadef and re-astrill 5 times thr this month. Edit: Update. It's been two weeks and they've agreed that there'#39 nothing to discuss from Astrill about it. I&amp;#39;and opened dozens of support tickets and sent error
reports. Uninscribing and reinsalling the application every few days is an unacceptable solution. Not to mention that this app is currently endangering lives because the VPN cannot be turned off in case of possible emergencies. It&amp;#39;s is stuck on the home screen forever, effectively preventing you from changing servers or closing the vpn in case you
need to temporarily disable it. Fully Remove Support and some other server changes are recommended. After I did that, it worked fine for a few days. Now the problem is back and the support wants me to go through the whole process again. No, how about solving the problem on your side by BMarieeS on 2019/12/29 23:34, the app has loged me out and
now says my password is incorrect. Without a vpn, I can't access the site to change the password or contact customer support. You really need to have a support email or a working mirror. fockingfukrmcfakpants by 2019/12/28 05:04 The status of mobile servers is unacceptable. Even when you connect to Wifi, most servers cause errors when you try to join
for no reason, as they will connect after several attempts. And once connected, it won't take long without a disconnect and a warning that forces you to periodically disconnect and reconnect. I even resorted to using unpaid VPNs as data that provide more stable connections than astrill wifi. by Peaceful_Julia on 2019/12/27 02:24 First I got a free trial,
downloaded the app, signed in, signed up for a paid membership, went back to the app and tried to use a VPN. I imagine this is a common flow for many users. However, it simply failed to connect without problems. I tried different servers but the problem continued. The Astrill app then resolved the issue by logging in and logging in. In addition to the above
problem, the design of the application seems outdated. A simple ui lift will make a different impression but I don't think they care. by teejit1234321 on 2019/12/26 14:35 什因呢? By 07:21 I was an ExpressVpn client but I only had a slow and unstable connection and finally month no connection. I pass Astrill and it is surprisingly fast and stable and all devices
work on Linux windows 10 osX iOS and Android. Stay away from ExpressVpn they make a lot of marketing but it's a nightmare for China, by Astrill 匿名 2019/12/15 10:35 a very good practice earlier, I love it very much, thanks to Astrill Corp by Wayne Z 87 2019/12/12 00:17 This works consistently and in a few minutes service team responses. That's why I
gave you five. by sjh000001 on 2019/12/07 10:25 Astrill is the only trusted vpn in my country. It's also very fast connection speed. As of 2019/12/04 14:15 2019 by Physicles, Astrill VPN service is one of the more reliable in China. Alcause servers stop working regularly – possibly blocked by Firewall – they are almost always changed quickly. It even works on
my 4G. It's a shame that the app is so bad: (Edit: Even with version 2.2.4, the latest version from early December 2019, these issues continue) - The app is often stuck on the home screen. In this case, the only way to fix it so that you can re-use your internet is apparently to restart your phone or, in some cases, remove the VPN profile. - RECONNECTING
Turning on your VPN make it almost impossible to turn off the VPN. Apparently because the application did not distinguish it because the VPN was turned off because it had dropped the connection and the user pressed the Off button, in both cases it tried to reconnect. - Connecting to a server sometimes shows random error messages, such as an IPC Error.
Sometimes it will work if you try a few times, so maybe the app should just do it? - There is no feature on the VPN router or desktop client, such as automatically connecting to one of your favorite servers. You should sit down for a minute or two and try a bunch of servers one by one until someone works. Internet life in China is a frustrating experience, and
this app does nothing to make it better. Will I continue to pay for the service? Yes, because it works. And I curse this app whenever I have to touch it. by Ethan Holt on 2019/12/01 11:01 App malfunctioning. It's sticking to the loading screen. My phone is not available properly. 2019/11/30 11:32 By GTA J I love this app and this time black friday prices �
�  The service get a bit slow, but not too many questions to ask them! I was a  but try an Eagle by MadWomenAstrill on Astrill vpn 2019/11/26 05:43 and within a week I had to remove it and reinstall the app several times. This is ridiculous! Nothing works with the app. I can't get my text messages, emails, Facebook, video chat or anything. I have
to close the app to get my text messages. We pay too much for a terrible service. Please solve this problem! by olegunloadedgun 2019/11/25 It's used to be the best. I have been using this app for more than 3 years and unfortunately I have to admit that The year works horribly. I stay in China and use this app every day. I don't know what happened with the
service but quite often you encounter problems with astrill. The price for an annual membership is $120 compared to the $90 I paid tho last year the improved quality is much worse than before. 2019/11/25 00:57 Is it possible to hide the top vpn sign, not pay by kpsww on a small request and use it again? That would be nice. Thanks! by lawrence712
2019/11/21 17:32 I have mostly heard very positive comments about friends Astrill. The main reason I jumped to him was that he started getting a little hard using a VPN in China in August./Spet., 2019. But since I started my 1-year subscription, it's going to have to be pretty hard for it to work. Pc is having problems getting a good channel for internet fast
enough, but it can still work OK. The older version of the app on iOS looks antiquated, but it works. With the update, the whole interface is much better now, but I can't even SIGN! This page always stops logging on and there's really nothing you can do. I hope the team can fix this SERIOUS error asap. by quintanimp 2019/11/19 14:12 This has been a
protector like VPN. Of course I've used others to do quite well but this has been the most reliable VPN since coming to China by Jgkffuvuydgbgdtukv 2019/11/16 05:28 using this in China and overall very good. Maybe 2-3x goes down a year, but it's stable fast. By Ms AHWatson 2019/11/14 04:11 I love Astrill, but it freezes like 3 times a week on the sign-in
screen. I need to erase and reinstall the application. If this could be fixed, it would be great! I'm a user in China. by kevingarywilkes 2019/11/13 06:40 Only Express VPN began using Astrill yesterday after a week of fighting the terrible service. So far, it connects very quickly and at once. UI, though, is terrible. They need to pay someone a few hundred dollars
to update this antique interface. Finally, my colleagues app is stuck on the home screen. I imagine that malware design is responsible for this error, and if it happens to me, I will be looking elsewhere for a VPN. While Jackobite42 says it is not a China-based company 2019/11/12 09:17, it could potentially be one. It has offices in China and supposedly has a
close relationship with Chinese governors and will help spy on them daily and browsing history. It's not reliable. By Mr. Sir Yoyo 2019/11/11 01:06 This app will freeze on the home screen almost every day. You can't turn off or otherwise change the VPN. The only workaround I found is to reinstall the application. I am also pleased with astril vpn's costumer
while living in China by Perimir89 on 2019/11/10 02:16. Recently though, updated, it worked better again, but now even keep scrolling the screen logo and turn itself off and exit all applications ... New Soon? Hudson 31512 by 2019/11/09 07:24 Very simple and fast vpn. I live in China and services like ExpressVPN but Astrill works perfectly never. I highly
recommend it 10/10. Lance174 by 2019/11/09 03:48 Astrill is the only VPN that has consistently worked for me in China. Even though it's for the last week or two, the upload is stuck on the sign-in screen and I can't turn it off. This means that you can't use any app that requires a VPN, but I can't use apps that should be off vpn while it's happening (WeChat,
DiDi, etc.). I have to switch settings and restart my phone and sometimes it still doesn't turn off ... A brick that's effective enough to finally cut my phone. I use it for more than a year because it worked better than four stars and another VPN I tried. However, this error is a big one and I really hope it can be fixed quickly! Another (much smaller) quirk is that each
location, even if it doesn't work, shows that it connects immediately. It would be nice to somersault into another app and have another indicator than to try it until it works. As a result, I would definitely recommend this application for use in China. by gjjbfthnvc 2019/11/08 02:03 by IPC bitemd 2019/10/30 15:14 Idk Why spike the sudden price from 6.99 to
19.99 but by huan1352 2019/10/29 23:08 it works like a charm with the new version. As with the older version there are a lot of problems but still some problems are still by QufuChina2019 2019/10/29 12:27 like how easy it is for me to connect to this app. The problem has recently been that I need to turn off Astrill, it continues to turn itself back on, and I have
to spend time repeatedly trying to turn off the VPN connection key. In China, this means that recently (the last two weeks) I had to put back my purchases or give up riding DiDi who was planning to buy a home-big downer. Please correct this error! Otherwise, Astrill is fast and reliable. Until this problem, I was better liked than Express VPN or Nord (which
only works in China). by 2019/10/29 01:30 This works well enough in China and the US, not super fast but better than express or nord. The biggest problem is inanimate customer service. They really don't care about you. I was recommended by a friend and had a connection for a free month which didn't work, so I contacted them and straight said thank you
just to pay for it and understand it. I still took a month despite the hesitations and after questioning them more than once I always hit with answers that were not short and thank you for understanding. It can't be extended this year. by amuwael 2019/10/28 18:36 It shows me (developer removed app from stor) to help in any way? by SandMom5502 on
2019/10/19 15:28 Not working since update 13.1.3 Fix by Big Mama Cam 2019/10/19 00:02 ExpressVPN works better and faster. Since, I've been There was no problem connecting to my iOS devices. Continue the big business Astrill. Rahbuhbuh by 2019/10/17 09:58 The app works quite well and support has been much better earned over the past few
years. 2019/10/17 00:41 by thisiszimmy if you are having trouble login with my Astrill account! Hopefully this may soon be fixed by PIDHAHA saying that 2019/10/16 12:58 this developer has removed this app from the App Store. By KwanTak 2019/10/16 12:16 I have tried numerous VPNs and I am disappointed in all of them. Astrill offers a stable VPN
service with flight speed. Highly recommend it! Lance174 by 2019/11/09 03:48 Astrill is the only VPN that has consistently worked for me in China. Even though it's for the last week or two, the upload is stuck on the sign-in screen and I can't turn it off. This means that you can't use any app that requires a VPN, but I can't use apps that should be off vpn while
it's happening (WeChat, DiDi, etc.). I have to switch settings and restart my phone and sometimes it still doesn't turn off ... A brick that's effective enough to finally cut my phone. I use it for more than a year because it worked better than four stars and another VPN I tried. However, this error is a big one and I really hope it can be fixed quickly! Another (much
smaller) quirk is that each location, even if it doesn't work, shows that it connects immediately. It would be nice to somersault into another app and have another indicator than to try it until it works. As a result, I would definitely recommend this application for use in China. By Eman Kacaiana 2020/02/04 13:54 I can't count the number of times I wanted to
smash my phone due to vpn and I don't even have anger issues ... It's not a bad vpn in China right now, but it's never been as good as a connection. We started using it first I think it was a try and it was absolutely amazing, fast and didn't have any connectivity issues. Since we started paying for the annual subscription service (which has now been a year), it
constantly cuts, you usually need to scroll and just try each server to find someone who will actually connect. If 8 out of 10 doesn't work, there's a 10-15% chance it'll be spotted and slow and you'll get 5%. The speed test function in the laptop version has never failed to install any server, and the smart mode on phones also does not work. I don't mind
changing the vpn on and off, depending on which website/app I use, but if you have the function to do the job, make sure it really works. Overall it's a bad vpn and still one of the few to work in China, but expect more and better speed for a paid product. As of 2019/12/04 14:15 2019 by Physicles, Astrill VPN service is one of the more reliable in China. Alcause
servers stop working regularly – possibly blocked by Firewall – they are almost always changed quickly. Even on my 4G This app is a very bad shame: (Edit: even with the version As of the beginning of December 2019, the latest version, these issues continue) - Quite often the application is stuck on the home screen. In this case, the only way to fix it so that
you can re-use your internet is apparently to restart your phone or, in some cases, remove the VPN profile. - RECONNECTING Turning on your VPN make it almost impossible to turn off the VPN. Apparently because the application did not distinguish it because the VPN was turned off because it had dropped the connection and the user pressed the Off
button, in both cases it tried to reconnect. - Connecting to a server sometimes shows random error messages, such as an IPC Error. Sometimes it will work if you try a few times, so maybe the app should just do it? - There is no feature on the VPN router or desktop client, such as automatically connecting to one of your favorite servers. You should sit down
for a minute or two and try a bunch of servers one by one until someone works. Internet life in China is a frustrating experience, and this app does nothing to make it better. Will I continue to pay for the service? Yes, because it works. And I curse this app whenever I have to touch it. by QufuChina2019 on 2019/10/29 12:27 I love how easy it is to connect to
this app. The problem has recently been that I need to turn off Astrill, it continues to turn itself back on, and I have to spend time repeatedly trying to turn off the VPN connection key. In China, this means that recently (the last two weeks) I had to put back my purchases or give up riding DiDi who was planning to buy a home-big downer. Please correct this
error! Otherwise, Astrill is fast and reliable. Until this problem, I was better liked than Express VPN or Nord (which only works in China). by kevingarywilkes 2019/11/13 06:40 Only Express VPN began using Astrill yesterday after a week of fighting the terrible service. So far, it connects very quickly and at once. UI, though, is terrible. They need to pay
someone a few hundred dollars to update this antique interface. Finally, my colleagues app is stuck on the home screen. I imagine that malware design is responsible for this error, and if it happens to me, I will be looking elsewhere for a VPN. By Clubaamir 2020/10/16 12:16 Although I like this VPN for its speed and other aspects, the app itself needs major
updates. Sometimes it's stuck on the connection screen, and even if you exit the app, there's no way to get back to normal. I often have to unload the application to reinstall or get back to normal. Second, there are problems when you try to connect while on a cellular network. There are many errors and logins. I recommend updating all of them regularly. In
the Windows version, they fixed some problems in the latest version. Oh yes, I've previously addressed these concerns to customer service without any chance. by lawrence712 2019/11/21 17:32 Ben friends have heard very positive reviews about Astrill. That's the main reason I jump. Reason. In August, it began to get a little difficult using a VPN in
China./Spet., 2019. But since I started my 1-year subscription, it's going to have to be pretty hard for it to work. Pc is having problems getting a good channel for internet fast enough, but it can still work OK. The older version of the app on iOS looks antiquated, but it works. With the update, the whole interface is much better now, but I can't even SIGN! This
page always stops logging on and there's really nothing you can do. I hope the team can fix this SERIOUS error asap. 2020/09/10 23:53 Mac app and iPad app by Thurein Htet work great. It is the iPhone app that is really annoying. When I try to turn off the VPN (sometimes the Chinese app doesn't work when the VPN is on), it's an extremely frustrating
experience. The VPN will always try to reconnect, even after I switched off the option to reconnect automatically. During this process, my WiFi connection is also disabled by the application and nothing can be connected. I have to connect to a bad server or sometimes restart my phone to solve this problem. And this may be a reminder that the app is not
cheap. With so many people with the same problem, it should have been solved a long time ago. By Lao bio 2020/06/23 02:31 I have used this app in Asia especially for five years. They have lost the war several times in China this year. Then I just went to refresh and both cards didn't work. I spent over an hour on technical support. I finally had to pay my
son from America. They apologize. I am sad. After five years of use of them this year, they are increasing the annual fee by 20 percent to continue developing infrastructure. Mostly reliable and good. I appreciate that. But what a bad business move given the current economic climate. Really, what do you think? Customer loyalty deserves company loyalty.
Gdoggy1678 by 2020/03/20 11:48 APP is not very buggy, I expect what to pay a premium price of $20 per month. There are constant errors in the APP by saying IPC error, the error remains there until you close and reopen the application. After the phone is locked for about 1 minute, the VPN is disconnected. After unlocking the phone, the APP says it is
connected even if it is still connected, and it does not make any attempts to reconnect automatically. At this point the VPN does not yet connect to the VPN Open to turn it off after pressing this button then I said to turn it off I just said to turn it off, saying that you will try to reconnect automatically. Disconnecting from the VPN may be due to iOS, the given app
should continue to say its open or there is no excuse to inform the APP user that they are attempting to reconnect or at least reconnect. The service is ok when it works in China but app needs some serious work. Peaceful_Julia 2019/12/27 02:24 I have the first free trial, downloaded the app, login, signed up for paid membership, arrived tried to use the
application and VPN. I imagine this is a common flow for many users. However, it simply failed to connect without problems. I tried different servers but the problem continued. The Astrill app then resolved the issue by logging in and logging in. In addition to the above problem, the design of the application seems outdated. A simple ui lift will make a different
impression but I don't think they care. By Enjilaw 2020/10/17 18:01 I have been with Astrill since 2016 and price changes every year. $69-&amp;gt; $99-&amp;gt; $108—&amp;gt; $120!!!! What's he going to give you!!! He's not doing anything different. You might think they're going to offer people some kind of customer loyalty discount. There are a large
number of VPN servers to choose from. But no .... I was told to contact them about it and basically  ♀ ️ about it. The service worked well for me, but this price is ridiculous. And there is still no explanation as to why it increases every year. Spetsnaz26 by 2020/03/10 12:34 goes out the window as a lot of productivity must constantly change and hunt for
these few servers that can work. The speed test is only available on PC and recently it is possible to produce only a few from the useless long list of servers. In any case, the results of the speed test are not valid for a long time, so what works can change at once. For some reason, the Ipad client is not available for the U.S. China. It's really frustrating, but
there are a few other options. By Darin .... on 2020/01/10 00:59 The service is really good and fast But the application leaves some things desired. Sometimes when you're working and opening the app, it's on the gray home page with a circle that rotates for a long time. Also sometimes try to turn it off and just automatically keep yourself back on. Press the
button, it turns into a trap, and after a few seconds it turns on its own. And Rafael. It has to be repeated several times by JW on 2020/04/15 11:21 1. There are many errors in the iOS app, but the engineers condoned it, iOS app version 2.2.4; After the VPN disconnects from the server, it can #34 &amp;#34; re-2. Some servers on my frequent list click on the
red heart to cancel frequently, I log in from the account and log in again, it keeps it as it still is and I continue to exist on my frequent list of Astrill paid a high membership subscription fee, but it's very lazy, there's an error in the app, and Astrill doesn't work hard to fix it by JasønHe on 2020/02/21 14:52 sometimes I turn it off, vpn will re-connect itself, how many
times I say. I tried to turn on the mode to fly, turn off the setting, if this does not work, when it happens, the only way is to turn off the mobile phone and turn it back on. Please correct thx. It's really disturbing. by 2019/10/29 01:30 This works well enough in China and the US, not super fast but better than express or nord. The biggest problem is inanimate
customer service. They I don't care about you. I was recommended by a friend and had a connection for a free month which didn't work, so I contacted them and straight said thank you just to pay for it and understand it. I still took a month despite the hesitations and after questioning them more than once I always hit with answers that were not short and
thank you for understanding. It can't be extended this year. 2020/08/21 12:04 OK by Itstoosluggisb, so the astrill does not work at all on my phone, it works great on my Mac because it gave it a 2 star. Basically my problem is that when I try to connect to astrill, it's as if my phone is not connected to the internet at all. I also live in China so I can imagine how
frustrating it is to spend so much money on astrill and just work on one of my devices. If you plan to buy a vpn subscription, we recommend looking elsewhere. by perimir89 2019/11/10 02:16 Overall I am also pleased with the Astril vpn costumer while living in China. Recently though, updated, it worked better again, but now even keep scrolling the screen
logo and turn itself off and exit all applications ... New update soon? By Shane Suen 2020/11/08 01:17 Everything is great, if I want to give it a 10 star. It's just a little problem, you can't turn it off when you need it. When you click off, it will automatically reopen, please fix it! Otherwise, the great app! Laowai 1111111 by 2020/10/14 07:51 The app for iPhone is
great, but for Mac it always has problems with continuous disconnecting. However, others really work in China and others paid and free ones work much better only if they wrote VPN. fockingfukrmcfakpants by 2019/12/28 05:04 The status of mobile servers is unacceptable. Even when you connect to Wifi, most servers cause errors when you try to join for no
reason, as they will connect after several attempts. And once connected, it won't take long without a disconnect and a warning that forces you to periodically disconnect and reconnect. I even resorted to using unpaid VPNs as data that provide more stable connections than astrill wifi. 2019/11/25 16:14 Used by olegunloadedgun to be the best. I have been
using this app for more than 3 years and unfortunately last year I must admit it works horribly. I stay in China and use this app every day. I don't know what happened with the service but quite often you encounter problems with astrill. The price for an annual membership is $120 compared to the $90 I paid tho last year the improved quality is much worse than
before. After Astrill is finally updated by Jonnie Doe to pay and use on 2019/10/16 02:28, now you can use it on iOS 13 and the resolution looks OK. But I really hope you can update this app more often to fix problems and incompatibility. by kwalash 14:14 Astrill is the best that a really good VPN has ever used here in China, but I've been having a problem
login recently, keeps the installation, I don't know what the problem is, it will be great if you fix it as soon as possible ... by MXC__ on 2020/11/01 09:52 This app is used to work quite well but now it&amp;#39;s is really bad. It takes me to get more than one attachment and tries to hack at least a dozen (you just want to reconnect by itself all the time). The
desktop version works quite well but the mobile version is really time frustrating. by huan1352 on 2019/10/29 23:08 It works like a charm with the new version. It's not too much trouble like the older version but still some of the problems are still there by jackfruit ccc 2019/10/15 11:56 I have used astrill for 7 years. Fast and stable. you can use astrill on every
popular system. Most importantly, you can watch apple TV over astrill a time, anywhere. Another VPN was on 2020/03/02 10:02 by CPmkI that I couldn't do this job very well I'm in China, and this VPN was also trying to hope here. But for the last month or so, I have been able to access sites used for no problems accessing (mostly print media outlets). Get
404 errors and on the right. Isn't that one of the main reasons why we use this app in China to access Western media? It does not work and thus has been uninstalled and reinstalled the application. Then, for the first time today, experienced the problem of being logged on to the page, the wheel is moving but nothing opens up for a vpn installation, and then I
saw a lot of comments on the same topic, a long year ago. Come on, can anyone fix this? 2020/05/29 23:53 It is easy to control server speeds and choose a great server when using the computer interface by Cohlene. Trial and error in practice is a time-consuming process. If I had a speed control option to save application time and disappointment. On
2020/07/04 01:07 sarmclean faithfully used a vpn for 6 years. Yesterday only my phone was renewed to find that it does not work alone. When they couldn't find a solution, they told me to buy a different device..... absolute terrible. I explained that there is no acceptable solution and just prorate a refund, they told me 'all sales are final' ..... Is all sales the end of
a product that is not working?! STAY AWAY! Don't waste $120. By MadWomenAstrill 2019/11/26 05:43 I live in the UAE and within a week I had to uninstall and reinstall the app several times. This is ridiculous! Nothing works with the app. I can't get my text messages, emails, Facebook, video chat or anything. I have to close the app to get my text messages.
We pay too much for a terrible service. Please solve this problem! Leftshu by 2019/10/15 10:30 I am constantly I'm interested in collapsing on it. We need an update! It's been 3 years since the last update. Like you heard. Like. I'm so happy you updated it! Customer 18492 by 2020/09/06 01:44 with request cuts business and communication. Worse on the
desktop: they make desktop pop-ups that interrupt the app you're working with. I lose data and work because you think it's nice to tell my friends to sign up. Guess what? Friends don't introduce products to friends for money. I inspired the hard search for a suitable alternative to me and 2019/10/19 at 00:02 by Big Mama Kam works better than I found
Shadowsocks, and ExpressVPN faster. Since their update, there have been no problems connecting with my iOS devices. Continue the big business Astrill. 2020/10/17 12:19 Both mobile and Mac app were stuck on the sign-in page despite restarting the phone, downloading the app again. I've been using this for years, and I'm used to stopping working from
time to time. I keep checking again for an update to solve this problem but it's been almost two weeks. Please correct it. Thank you by GTA J 2019/11/30 11:32 I love this app and this time black friday prices  The service get a bit slow, but not too many questions to ask them! I am a  but Astrill vpn 2019/12/07 is an Eagle by sjh0000001 on
10:25 Astrill has been the only reliable vpn in my country. It's also very fast connection speed. Hudson 31512 by 2019/11/09 07:24 Very simple and fast vpn. I live in China and services like ExpressVPN but Astrill works perfectly never. I highly recommend it 10/10. 2020/06/10 13:58 Astrill by Jeffframkenstein disappoints me once again. It worked well for a
while but now it doesn't work in China for iPhone. There are no connections on any servers. There is no way to see or test which servers are working. I reinstalled to see if I would skip launching this app but it's DOA's. Again. And again. And again. It's a waste of money. Again. It's not reliable at all. 2019/11/16 05:28 by Jgkffuvuydgkbgdtukv in China using this
and very well overall. Maybe 2-3x goes down a year, but it's stable fast. Edil1801 by 2020/07/05 18:34 while the speed of servers is large, the iOS application itself is quite buggy. The most annoying mistake is that I don't just appear to disconnect from the VPN as it re-connects itself. Eventually I had to try hacking more than 10 times to get back my non-
regular VPN connections. Rahbuhbuh by 2019/10/17 09:58 The app works quite well and support has been much better earned over the past few years. By RedneckNT 2020/07/06 00:50 This is extremely annoying that I clicked on the hack and Astrill will sometimes reconnect to the service. It means he can't connect and close over and over again. When
Larry______ update the iOS app on 2020/11/22 02:19? The interface is dated and the connection initialization is unstable. This VPN is expensive. I don't think this competition more, but it is the only application that constantly works on the Mainland. kwanTak by 2019/10/16 12:16 I have tried numerous VPNs and have them all Me. Astrill offers a stable VPN
service with flight speed. Highly recommend it! Thank God, astrill has been updated, please keep, iPhone client papayasleepy can continue to open in the background to save power by jesuesd 2020/09/11 04:08 To turn off vpn via very difficult app or ios system setting, and brings a lot of inconvenience. Please solve this problem! Problem!!
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